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The Well-Grounded RubyistManning Publications, 2009
The Well-Grounded Rubyist takes you from interested novice to proficient practitioner. It's a beautifully written tutorial that begins with the basic steps to get your first Ruby program up and running and goes on to explore sophisticated topics like callable objects, reflection, and threading. Whether the topic is simple or tough, the...
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Computational Chemistry: Reviews of Current Trends (Computational Chemistry: Reviews of Current Trends, Vol 6)World Scientific Publishing, 2001

	There are strong indications that, in the 21st century, computational chemistry will be a prime research tool not only for the basic sciences but also for the life and materials sciences. Recent developments in nanotechnology allow us to detect a layer of single atoms. Researchers are able not only to image but also to manipulate molecules...
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Configuring Windows 2000 Without Active DirectorySyngress Publishing, 2001
In Configuring Windows 2000 Without Active Directory, Carol Bailey makes a persuasive argument that her title procedure isn't the logical equivalent of making a banana split without fruit. Declining to use the primary new feature of Windows 2000 removes a thick layer of complexity from Windows 2000, she writes, and makes it much easier to...
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Inside Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 Web ServicesMicrosoft Press, 2007
Dive deep into the architecture of Exchange Web Servicesand master the intricacies for accessing data with the new, unifying API. Exchange Web Services offers new functionality, replacing old, disparate APIs. This practical guide introduces developers to Exchange Web Services. It includes comprehensive, in-depth coverage of the architecture and key...
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E: The Story of a NumberPrinceton Press, 1994
Maor attempts to give the irrational number e its rightful standing alongside pi as a fundamental constant in science and nature; he succeeds very well.... Maor writes so that both mathematical newcomers and long-time professionals alike can thoroughly enjoy his book, learn something new, and witness the ubiquity of mathematical ideas in...
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The Codebreakers: The Comprehensive History of Secret Communication from Ancient Times to the InternetScribner, 1996
"Few false ideas have more firmly gripped the minds of so many intelligent men than the one that, if they just tried, they could invent a cipher that no one could break," writes David Kahn in this massive (almost 1,200 pages) volume. Most of The Codebreakers focuses on the 20th century, especially World War II. But its reach is...
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Deploying Cisco Voice over IP SolutionsCisco Press, 2001
If you've got a wide area network (WAN) already, putting interoffice voice traffic on it is an obvious application for it. Voice signals take up so little bandwidth, and the cost savings can be so significant, that Voice over IP (VoIP) deserves serious consideration. However, you can easily throw away years of cost savings by bringing in...
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The Book of IRC: The Ultimate Guide to Internet Relay ChatNo Starch Press, 1999
ICQ and other new-fangled chat applications may get most of the press, but Internet Relay Chat (IRC) remains the Wild West of real-time online conversations. Populated by the most diverse collection of characters this side of the Mos Eisley cantina scene in Star Wars, IRC will keep you up late chatting with people all over the world. The...
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Within the Frame: The Journey of Photographic VisionNew Riders Publishing, 2009

	Within the Frame is a book about finding and expressing your photographic vision, specifically where people, places, and cultures are concerned. A personal book full of real-world wisdom and incredible images, author David duChemin (of pixelatedimage.com) shows you both the how and the why of finding, chasing, and expressing your...
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Outsider Art: From the Margins to the MarketplaceReaktion Books, 2010

	
		
			The term outsider art has been used to describe work produced exterior to the mainstream of modern art by certain self-taught visionaries, spiritualists, eccentrics, recluses, psychiatric patients, criminals, and others beyond the perceived margins of society. Yet the idea of such a raw, untaught creativity remains a...
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The Fractal Geometry of NatureW. H. Freeman, 1983
Imagine an equilateral triangle. Now, imagine smaller  equilateral triangles perched in the center of each side of the  original triangle--you have a Star of David. Now, place still smaller  equilateral triangles in the center of each of the star's 12  sides. Repeat this process infinitely and you have a Koch snowflake, a  mind-bending geometric...
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Treatise on Process Metallurgy, Volume 2: Process PhenomenaElsevier Limited, 2014

	Process metallurgy provides academics with the fundamentals of the manufacturing of metallic materials, from raw materials into finished parts or products.


	Coverage is divided into three volumes, entitled Process Fundamentals, encompassing process fundamentals, extractive and refining processes, and metallurgical process...
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